Advices on recruitment of nurses and maids
Only nurses with appropriate training
certificates can apply to public and private
hospitals.
If any nurse is found to neglect their duties
or misbehave with patients and their
relatives, she will be fired instantly and her
due payments should be confiscated.
Punishment procedures as a result of
neglecting duties should be introduced.
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Jam Reduce System
Multi-storied
buildings
with
modern
technology may be built in all city corporation
municipalities or in important district and
upazila towns to hold press conferences,
political and non-political meetings, religious
meetings etc to avoid the street harassments.
The building will be such that people will be
able to do rallies from ground to 2nd floor.
The upper floors may be rented for official or
residential purposes.

There should be sitting arrangements, stage,
microphones, water, electricity, lavatory, AC,
fan, CC Tv, etc. facilities.
It will provide VIP, VVIP with safety. Load
sheddings will be faced with generators and
IPS Systems. No suffocation should be felt
inside the building. Any political or
non-political organization can book the stage
paying the government a fixed rate of Tk.
25,000.

It may provide commercial facilities like
Bangladesh China Moitree Hall or Osmani
auditorium.
Political parties should be encouraged to
arrange the political meetings in the Building.
An account for receiving fare for the stage
should be opened at a near bank branch.
At the meeting place, some seats should be
reserved for media presence from both print
and electronic media.
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If a part from the fixed places, government or
non-government rallies, public meeting,
religious lectures, hartal etc are held hither
and thither, the concerned organisation or
people should be arrested and a penalty of
highest 20 lac taka should be collected.

Under present situations, the police regularly has to
employ large forces to ensure safety of the political
leaders and to maintain order in rallies and public
meetings. The duties of the law enforcers are to
ensure safety of the mass condition and to protect
them from illegal activities. So having to employ
efforts for the political activities, the police cannot
eventually perform their main activities properly.

All
mass-meetings,
convention
and
anniversaries of the political parties will be
banned to be held inside the capital and
other cities

This systems follow-up law enforcing groups
regular works smoothly run-on
Suggestions for changing Transport
Bus nd Truck terminal should set-up outside
the city not only in the Capital City but also in
district town.
The buses will be run in the city roads
should be under a company government
would nake a list when they issue root permit
for the company. The number of buses
would be selected by government. No
selected car or bus can stops in the road
without selected terminal. If they stop, they
will fine Tk. ten thousand instantly.
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There will be computerised ticket counter in
every terminal. Passenger will book their
ticket with cash and ATM Card. Cash memo
will be given for fair, Bank service change
and government taxes. Standing passenger
Carry will be prohibited. If their are standing
passenger, they would be fined Tk. twenty
thousand and route permit would be
cancelled with driving licence.
Bank will debit the amount of passenger fair
to the owner's account. Bus owner would get
a statement from bank it they wish. The
buses will run from 6 AM to 12 PM. Owner
will pay the salary of driver and helper of the
bus.

If the system introduced, extartion, traffic
Zam, accident and harrassment will be
reduced.

Cause : If laws are erected no mentality of
competition will prevail. Trips will be
distributed according to serial and the bus
will leave terminal in time. If any driver does
not follow rules he will face punishment or
fine.
Above five years old vehicles will not to run
on road. If necessary 40% BRTC bus will
run in every route. If private owners go for
strike BRTC bus will meet the crisis. In city
area 50% to started bus will run.
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Fixation of transport fare
It will be made compulsory for transports to
have the govt. fixed transport fare lists
printed on cloths and laminated. Electronic
signboards showing transport fares should
be placed at required places, like
truck-pickup stations, terminals etc. Local a
highway Transports should enlist to govt.
Controlled Committe. The share of govt.
transports would 40% and private transports
would 60%.

If any transport violates the govt order
claiming high fare for transportation, the law
enforcing team will immediately cancel the
route-permit of the concerned vehicle and
bring the owner under justice for
punishment.

This method will prevent traffic jam and
accidents because of word try to passengers
to get into the bus passengers will waintain
gueae to get the bus.

Fixation of transport fare

Local Terminal should be setup to reduce
movement of traffic in the city roads.
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In the terminal, there should be enouh space
for bus, Trucks and other light transports.
Hawkers also get space to run their
business. Any Enterprise or Proprietor can
be fare monthly basis.

Telephone facilities will be in terminal. Some
branches of banks will remain open till 10
pm to receive money from bus-owners.
Bus-Truck terminals should build outside of
city corporation. Buses from district town will
not enter into the city corporation.
Hawkers will get allotment small rooms
around the terminal to run their business.
City Corporation will get fair. Hawkers will
not occupy roads and employmen will also
increase.
Heavy vehicles cannot enter the city from
11 pm to 5 am
House owners and contractors block roads
keeping construction raw materials on the
roads.
So the raw materials should be kept inside
their own house or stores, transported within
11 pm to 5 am.

Passengers must ascend or descend buses
at fixed station.
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If a bus stands at one station, it cannot stop
at the next two stations. The next bus will
pick up passengers from the stations left.

No bus can take standing passengers. If
found so, the bus will be fined Tk. 20
Thousand.
Time will increase when old and
handicapped passengers pickup the bus.
All the buses should be distributed on all
routes.
Taxi-cabs, CNGs, rickshaws and private cars
will not be allowed to park on streets.

If found to disobey, they will be fined Tk.
5,000.
The city corporation and district town roads
should be mended and repaired.
Separate rickshaw lanes should be created,
forcing with iron bars.

Everything can not done with the
enforcement of law, people should be
awared so that they upgrade their morals.
moral stories should include in the Text
books. such as: Footpath and road sides of
the shops should keep free to move
rickshaw.

No hawkers will be allowed to set-up shops
on roads. Disobedience will lead to a fine of
Tk. 20,000.
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A thin footpath for pedestrians should be
built in between the rickshaw lane and the
main road.
In the mid of road island should be build high
so that nobody can cross the road, There
should be two lane in the road, one lane
would be used for rented car and other is for
private and non-stop bus to run terminal to
terminal.

City corporation, district and sub-district road
cleaners should finish their works within 5
am daily.

Only rickshaws with valid license plates from
the city corporation will be allowed to
operate on roads.
Subsidizing rickshaw pullers
and owners
The city Corporation may be divided into four
divisions. One spot may be fixed to gather
the rickshaw pullers and the riskway owners.

The rickshaws which are licensed by the city
corporation may run on directive routes.

Those which are not licensed, will be taken
by the city corporation paying the owner two
thousand taka. After this, the owner will lose
all his rights on the vehicle.

The owner, after handing over his rickshaw,
will be ordered to leave the city corporation
area.
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The subsidized rickshaws will not be allowed
to enter the city.
It has to be looked that new rickshaws are
not built.
People found to disobey will be fined Tk. 1
(One) lac.

If this rule is started by government order,
the owners and employees will not be able
to protest.
Money earnt as fines will have to be
submitted to the Bangladesh Roads and
Transport income account at the Bangladesh
Bank.
Gradually, trums should be introduced on
side of the roads.
Rickshaws will not allow to go on trum-line.

If the system intorduced government should
have not to barrow thousands crore taka to
build Flyover on metro rail. The work would
possible to do with own finance.
Reforms of Bangladesh Railway
Railway service must be uptodated for
people's benefits.
Local train may be left to the private sector.
member of stations for mail-trains may be
lessened and security at all stations should
be increased.
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Proper utilization of rail-assets is urgent. If
needed ticket fare may increase gradually.
Train Communication should widen so that
people may come and return to their home
after end of their business in the capital city.
To reduce the pressure of housing and over
population of capital Dhaka-Aricha,
Dhaka-Mowa, Dhaka-Jaypara train line
should be set-up. In these case foreign aid
may seek and utilized.

Suggestion for buying and selling cars
Import of 2 year old cars must be prohibited.
Old car have to the shifted from the road
respectively. Import tax for old cars and parts
of different vehicles may be raised to get
relief from traffic jams.

There are many car show-rooms here and
there in the city. These may be all located in
a certain part of the city.

Multistoried building may be built outside of
the city which will be treated as car bazar.
Autoparts will also be sold there.
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Any car seller slould be allowed to import
CNG auto rickshaws and taxi cabs.

Cabs can be sold to drivers on loan, with
easy instalment policies and appropriate
guarantee.
Drivers must carry passengers and charge
as per the meter. If any complain of charging
otherwise is proved, then fined five thousand
taka and the drivers license will be seized
and banned. Soller power panel run-on then
Gas demand comparatively less.

Ministry and Bangladesh Bank will remain in
the govt. sector. All the rest offices will be
handed over to the private sector, because
corruption and bribery is greater in govt.
sector. All govt. cars will be converted to run
on CNG.
This will reduce cost and stealing.
Government cars won't be allowed to be
used for the officers' personal use.

Only the President and the Prime Minister
will be given fulltime govt. car.
The ministers and secretaries or other
equivalent officers will be given loan
facilities to buy cars. And they would get
annual facilities for maintenance, fuel and
driver.
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No govt officer will be allowed to use the
govt car on holiday and it will be followed
strictly. 50 thousand taka fine has to be
applied if this rule is found to be broken.
They can only use cars on office days.

Money of the alloted loan is to be paid to the
car-seller through pay-orders. Loan has to
be paid back in instalments cut from monthly
salaries.
Car producing or assembling companies like
Progoti Motor industries or manufacturers
may be encouraged or financed, and import
should be discouraged. By implementing
laws, use of cars produced locally will have
to be encouraged. Thats why, tax on import
cars should increased by four times.

Rules for Requisition of
vehicle for the police
This is a malpractice of the govt. specially in
the police department. Very often the public
department requisite public vehicle for their
departmental use.

People buy bus minibus, so on, with their
own earned money and use them for
business purposes but now and then police
stops vehicles and requisites.
This is a disturbance to the general people.
The law enforcers should have enough
vehicles of their own to fulfil their needs.
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Suggestion of VAT paying method
We currently see that VAT is applied multiple
times on a single product at different levels.
If VAT is made to be applied only once,
prices of goods might decrease.

Suggestions : Imported goods in ports
should be taxed and applied VAT on as they
arrive. VAT Holograms should be used on
them. Then they should be transported to
the markets for sale as soon as possible.
The holograms will identity the goods as
being taxed already.
If yearly renewal fees are collected, then
VAT officers cannot bother the traders in
hopes of bribes.

The VAT Office will notice if the renewals are
made on time, if the VATs are paid exactly
and regularly, if they have submitted the
amount into banks as per regulation etc.
VAT receipts and other documents should be
photocopied and attested, and should be
recorded into computers at particular offices.
All traders will have to make license for VAT,
besides being already licensed for trade. Vat
office will monitor wheather the private and
govt. offices are depositing vat properly or
not.
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Original copy of VAT receipts will deposite in
main office. So that VAT officer may monitor
which organisation deposites how much
amount of money. Every organisation will
submit a monthly statement to the VAT
office.

By paying to the bank, all license should be
renewed within 1st July and 31st August.

This way corruption will dwindle and general
traders will get rid of sufferings. People will
have trust on the government.

The state will be able to collect its revenues
properly. Any firm breaking these laws will be
closed down, prior to justification of the
complains VAT officers found to be guilty of
corruptions will be suspended instantly, and
all his due earnings will be confiscated. He
will be submitted to special tribunals for trial.

Income tax Payment
In Case of income tax people sometimes
suffer a lot by the unnecessary harassment
of the income tax office. People are afraid of
showing their assets in the income tax return
for the unnecessary pesting of the dishonest
staffs of the income tax office. For these
reasons, businessman and other citizens are
afraid to pay income taxes and rather look
for other misclienous ideas to avoid payment
of taxes.
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Advice : All organizations should collect
certificates similar to trade licenses after
submitting their fixed amount of taxes. This will
be applicable towards all government,
non-government business organizations,
shops, hospitals, Clinics, Schools, Colleges
etc.
When paying bills of suppliers, all offices
should cut-off the tax payable on the
transaction by the supplier.
All attested memos regarding these tax
cut-offs will be submitted throughout 1st July
to 31st August, on time of renewal of trade
certificates.

Jobs of the officers of the income tax office :
They will check the renewed certificate of all
offices and collect photocopies of those.
All self-directed government offices will
check if the other organizations who had
cut-off their taxes submit the taxes to
designated Bangladesh Bank approved
organizations. They will also keep record of
the attested photocopies.
Bangladesh Bank will record all the memos.
Anyone found to break these rules will have
to be punished as per law.
If any income tax officer is found to harass
any organization or tax-payer, he/she should
be immediately suspended and all his
unpaid earnings will be forfeited, and then
should be sent to court for trial.
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Rehabilitation of hawkers and slum
people
Present govt. rescued many govt. properties
from the transgressors. Govt. may build
multistoried residential building for the
hawkers and less incommers. The
apartment size will be designed for the
small family with one or two children. And it
will encourage family planning too. The flat
may be handed over under easy conditions,
but not totally free.
If alloted on free, the people will not be
enthusiastic to depend on themselves for
earning.
They have to pay for the homes at
convenient and easy instalments, fixed by
the government.
The slum inhabitants should be trained on
farming, hand-works, should be educated at
night-schools, about family planning and
development.
The government might seek help from the
NGOs if they need to. Keeping slums the
way they are now will be totally wrong.
Cause : The political miscreants make the
slum area a crime-Zone. Political miscreants
run illegal narcotics business, smuggling,
prostitution and other notorious activities.
They also possess government spaces
illegally and take donations from people
forcibly.
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Shops have to be built to rehabilitate to
hawkers. The shops may be rented or sold
in installments. These systems will have to
be employed in the capital, divisional city
corporation, districts, sub-districts, towns
gradually. The list of the hawker and slum
dwellers will have to be done in secret.
The owners of the alloted homes will not be
allowed to lease the homes for rent.
If this happens, contract will be declared
broken and the ownership will be seized.

Advice on reservation of rain Water
For the developing and future houses,
factories and industries at different parts of
the country, ponds and reservoirs have to be
dug or built to preserve rain water.

Every residential or commercial building must
have a system of reserving rainwater in the top
(roof) of the house or in its basement, lessen
the pressure on WASA. These may be a pipe
system from the roof to the under ground which
will pull the water to the tank. This may be a
compulsory condition introduced by the RAJUK.
This system will satisfy the demand for water
and the water collected can be used for
various purposes.
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All lakes, ponds and reservoirs in the capital
and district and subdistrict towns have to be
redug deeply, and their bank should be
cemented. Surrounding fences have to be
built so that people will enter through
selected passage.

Surrounding these water bodies, trees have
to be planted, sitting facilities should be
arranged, and entertainment should be
ensured. Fishing at these lakes can also be
allowed, in exchange of certain fees.
Bathing may also be allowed against some
certain fees. No detergents can be used in
the water. To ensure well keeping security
guards can be employed.
Suggestion for Print Products to be
exported and buying and selling
regulations
Press, Computers shops, Printing materials
and paper shop set up in the busiest areas
cause traffic jams. This kind of organization
or shop should be located in certain zones
in the divisional or district towns.
The mentioned press zones should have all
facilities like transportation, bank branches,
power

stations,

gas,

water,

sewarage

systems, police camps etc. If the printing
press business is made up to export quality,
the business may be used to earn foreign
currencies.
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If the printing area is rich in all sides, the
visiting foreigners would be satisfied to see
the well arranged management of prevailing
business and would be interested to get their
printing needs done from here. Under this
context the govt should facilitate the press
industries with machinery imports at low
taxes.
When foreign investors will visit these Zones
they will happy to see such discipline
systems. Then they will feel interest to take
necessary
printing
materials
from
Bangladesh.
In that case, importers should encourage to
import quality machines for printing and
binding as printed materials in low price.
Method for buying and selling of Flat/Plot
Only registered Real estate Companies
would have the right to develop land and
sale plots or flats to the buyer.

Many real-estate companies advertise false
to attract byer and buyers are cheated. Many
Companies A land through terror activities
and land owners getting penmy loss.

Suggetions : Every Real-estate Company
should get registration of depositing 2 crore
taka and every year pay order of two lakh to
renew their licenses.
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One Company should be permitted to run a
project only.
After getting the declaration of full payment
from the owner of the project land. Govt.
would let them to take over the land and
build boundary wall.

Company will develop his real estate
compound by his own money and there
should be electricity, gas, water and suarage
system and roads. Solar Power panel must
be set-up. Then electricity and gas will be
safe.
Real estate companies will get loan from
bank with existing system. Company, Bank
and the buyer will present during the
contract of selling plot and flat. Any building
constuction fault see, then project proprietor
will be responsible. Plot users should pay
extra tax.

If any company fail to complete the project
then govt. may take-over the project and
complete it will the deposited money and
20% plots may be sold. If the rule introduce
people will get the guarantee of their
properties. Real-Estate companies will sell
their plots after getting govt. approval of the
rate.
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This system run-on people will ensured their
asset.
The money must be deposited in the bank.
After the completion of building construction
work the plots will be hand-over in the
presents of Bank officials. Every project area
should be clean and naturaly beautifull.
There are rain water-reserver in every
building, the reserver will directly linked up
will under ground reserver.

Couse : Our water level has gone down
beside this we can not properly reserve and
use of rain-water.

If we preserve rain water, if would be used in
domestic purpose.
Suggestions :
If any company wants to start a project of
selling Plot/Flat have to register in land
ministry and RAJUK. Regulation fee will be
Tk. one lac crore. renewal fee One lac.
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Building
Multi-storied building should be stopped and
plantation should be in open field.
Companies will start their business offer
getting government regulation.

Garments Factory Management and Transfer
Govt. in earning foreign currency by
exporting garments items. Many destitute
people over getting their livelihood working
in these garments factories. To avoid
accidents garments factories should set-up
in special. Zones or outside of citives.
Special zones will attract the foreign
investor. Garments workers should pay fair
wages.
Zones facilities will help investors to run the
production on time and supply it to the
buyers. Garments owner will get land to
setup their factories with much less price
than capital- cities. Zone will surrounded by
linked factories and law-enforcing agencies
will ensure their safety.
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As a results villege poor people and workers
provided garments factory and they increase
their source of income.
Besides this, factory run-on smoothly. There
will be Bank, Press and Transport terminals
and Police camp and other facilities will be
set-up.

Solar-energy system will be encourage in
factories. It will save the use of electricity in
Fan, TV and Fridges.

Accidents will reduce and economy will be
storage with employment.
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Advices on Improvement of the National
Eid-Gah Field and uses of it for religious
programs.
The national Eid-gah field besides the High
Court remains unprotected. Because gates
are always open, many people enter the field
and take drugs, urinate and drop here and
there. At night, prostitution and other
unsocial activities take place inside.
Improving the field and using if for
religious programs : Boundary walls
should be built at all ends, and the whole
field should be sheltered by plastic tins to
keep away rain and sunlight. Grills should be
placed on the walls, and places to do 'Ozu'
should be made. Four gates should be built.
The whole field should be covered by
concrete. At the south corner, a stage can be
built to operate religious programms like waz
Mahfils, Religious Discussion, etc. Apart
from the two Eid-Days, the ground can be
allowed to be rented for religious reasons
throughout the year. Otherwise, the field
should be kept locked, and outsiders should
not be allowed to enter.
Car rallies before joining religious programs
should be banned.
People will have to walk to the programs.
If they come in vehicles they will help create
traffic jams. At the gate of the meeting place,
metal detectors should be placed to ensure
that no one is carrying fire arms or any other
destructive weapons.
If these are done, the field will be a secure
place and traffic jams in the city will reduce.
People employed by the city corporation will
be there to preserve the field, and keep it
clean and secure.
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Advices to build a stage for political
gatherings in Sohrawardi Park, besides
the Paltan Maidan and High Court.
Because of political mass meetings held here
and there on roads inside the Dhaka City
Corporation, traffic jams reach intolerable
stage. This not only causes sufferings of the
public, but also increases the duty of the law
enforcing teams. Sometimes, laws and
regulations deteriorate also.
Advices
a) Boundary walls with 6 gates should be
built at all ends of the Paltan Maidan. This
should be kept locked when not in use. For
political meetings, a stage should be built at
the southern end. The field can be used for
political meetings, prior to the payment of a
certain fee to the city corporation. No
organization will be allowed to come to the
field with a car rally. People will have to
reach there by walking.
By placing metal-detectors at gates, the
participants will be checked for fire-arms and
other destructive elements. No organization
will be allowed to join with a rally.
b) The following places should be developed
like the Paltan Maidan and used for
mass-meetings. Area west of the High Court
and Engineering Institute. At south, the
National leaders' tomb.

Advices for developments in the flood, tidal
wave, sunami and tornado affected areas :
From the Pakistani Era, Bangladesh have
frequently been affected by natural
calamities. The government, local people
and foreign governments help in such cases.
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Helping people in distress is a great work for
mankind. The government has always helped
through its own funds and taking helps from
various sources. Some disorders are reported
sometimes, but its actually normal. While
sending helps to millions of people, some
corruptions and disorders are bound to occur.
The Great Allah had created 18 thousand
'Makhlukats', all meant for the help of
mankind. But men have rather indulged in
fighting themselves, creating destructive
weapons, all for their individual benefits.

Men are destroying forests, killing animals
and birds unjustifiably. Naturally, water from
rivers, lakes, canals and oceans evaporate
and becomes clouds, which then travel by
wind, and pour rain at some hill or mountain.

We have never actually respected these
rules. For example, India by placing a dam
on the River Ganges, has changed the
direction of its water-flow, which was to flow
through the Padma in Bangladesh. As a
result, irregular plenomenons have been
noticed in rivers, canals in Bangladesh.
The rivers in the country have not been
excavated, rather unplanned roads, mills,
brick-fields have been continuously, built,
destroying forests, trees etc. The Bay of
Bengal has acquired a famous face. Floods
attacked the country twice in 2007, and the
tornado, Sidr, had made 3 crore people lose
their houses, and innumerable other losses
in different ways.
Also it has been noticed that many shelters
were locked when people tried to enter.
Many others did not want to go leaving their
livestocks and other assets, being afraid that
sobbary.
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Advices : Using all the goods received as
donations, a long-term plan can be
established.
a) Digging the rivers to increase depth.
b) Planting trees at a fast rate.
c) Mending and strengthening all the
bridges.
d) Building schools, colleges, madrasas,
universities and government buildings on
pillars, leaving the ground floor, So that
water can pass below at times of floods.
Placing radio, televisions, wireless sets and
other alarming devices at regular intervals.
e) Building permanent shelters at high lands.
These will be setup as cluster village so that
people can permanent stay inside.

The rooms of duster village may use in
disaster period to keep cattles and stay
permanently after finish their Agriculture
footed Jobs.

Radio, television will have to be placed in
these so that people can be alerted about
the weather.
People will be suggested not to keep valuable
goods in their homes. Posterings, meetings
will have to be arranged for this purpose.
Those who will not agree to live in these
cluster villages cannot expect helps from the
government when disasters will strike. They
will not be listed in the birth registrer in the
Union Parishad also.
These messages will have to be sent to the
public. These will increase their awareness
and ensure security. Damages will decrease
when future calamites will appear.
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Some Brief facts I Know
In my boyhood I have seen the election in
East Pakistan of the then army chief Ayub
Khan and the sister of Md. Ali Zinnah Miss
Fatema Zinnah. Their election symbols were
Rose and Hurricane.
There was a battle between Pakistan and
India in 1965. India chased the Bihari taking
all their assets.
Presently, these people are known as
'Biharis' in Bangladesh.
The Army chief and President of the country
at that time, Ayub Khan, allowed these
people to stay on government lands as
refugees. The Biharis basically, are not
citizens of this country.
However, at that time, every night used to be
black-outs. Lights were not allowed to be lit
in markets and public places. All works had
to be done during daytime.
movements were going to occur in Dhaka.
"We will break into the jail and bring Mujib
out" was a slogan heard everywhere.
During these, workers of the Adamjee Jute
Mill beseiged Dhaka Jail, and were joined by
students, workers, professional and other
general people.
The student movement was running Dhaka.
Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman was
then in jail. The people were crazy for
his release. At one stage of the movement
the autocrat govt. of Pakistan started coercive
activities towards the people of East Pakistan,
but in one stage they were compelled to give
referendum in 1966 and 1969.
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In the general election in 1970, Bangladesh
Awami League swept the victory of majority.
The Pakistan ruler was pretenting to hand
over the power to Sheikh Mujib.

The President of Pakistan people's Party
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto also joined the plot.
At one stage the people of East Pakistan
started non-cooperation movement by the call
of Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman.
Along with the general public, officers and
employees in different offices, courts, banks
and media took part in the non-cooperation
movement.
The people's attitude was like that they
wouldn't allow any goods to be transported
from East Pakistan to the West Pakistan.

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujib made a
Historical lecture on March 7 in 1971 at
Racecourse Maidan in Dhaka.
This revolution is for our independece, this
revolution is for our freedom. Since we have
given blood, we will give more, but we will
free our land for some, Inshallah.
Within this time the palistanis kept an
bringing the army to East Pakistan from
West Pakistan through Chittagong Port.
I may not have the opportunity to order you,
so whatever you have, stand against the
enemies with those. Build funts in all homes.
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